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ABSTRACT
In this study, the concept of non-place/non-lieu was opened up for discussion via the film
Terminal (Steven Spielberg, 2003, ABD) on the basis of the phenomenon of “place” in
architecture. The strong relation between the cinema and architectural space has been
investigated in the relevant literature many times from different perspectives. The film
Terminal offers an environment to architects to discuss the phenomenon of non-lieu.
While both the cinema and architecture reinforce people’s existence through their own
methods, they offer experiences about space by mobilizing all emotions during a visual
perception. Non-lieus are places are the structures, buildings or spaces that memories
cannot be accumulated. There are two fundamental qualities belonging to a non-place.
The first is that being in those spaces almost always occurs as part of a specific goal. The
second is that the use of those spaces requires guidebooks specific to them.“Non-lieu” is
a word that is used to refer to places that do not possess a sense of “place”. In his article
entitled “Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity” (Augé, 1995)
and in his book bearing the same title, mentions the terms of “nonlieu”- "non-place".
When analyzing spatial typologies specific to supermodernity, Augé argues that spaces
such as airports, highways, supermarkets, shopping malls and hotel rooms involve or
describe “non-lieu”. The Terminal movie is bringing a new approach to the concept of
nonlieu in architectural approach.
Keywords: Architecture, Cinema, Nonlienu, Non-place,Steven Spielberg, Terminal
Movie,
INTRODUCTION
This study is interested in the phenomenon of place, non-place through the movie
Terminal directed by Steven Spielberg in 2003 (Official web site of the movie). The major
topic of architecture is space and place. ‘Non-lieu’ is a word used to refer to places that
do not possess a sense of “place”. French anthropologist, Marc Augé, mentions the terms
of “nonlieu”- "non-place" in his book (Augé, 1995). The concept of ‘non-lieu’ requires
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wide approach and deep discussion in architectural perspective, so the movie of
“Terminal” provides effective medium. Non-lieus are places are the structures, buildings
or spaces that memories cannot be accumulated. There are two fundamental qualities
belonging to a non-place. The first is that being in those spaces almost always occurs as
part of a specific goal. The second is that the use of those spaces requires guidebooks
specific to them. “Non-lieu” is a word that is used to refer to places that do not possess a
sense of “place”. In his article entitled “Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of
Supermodernity” (Augé, 1995) and in his book bearing the same title, the French
Anthropologist Marc Augé mentions the terms of “nonlieu”- "non-place", which are
defined as being without a place, non-place or non-space. When analysing spatial
typologies specific to supermodernity, Augé (1995) argues that spaces such as airports,
highways, supermarkets, shopping malls and hotel rooms involve or describe “non-lieu”.
Non-lieus are places such as expressways, cash points and airports or large shopping
malls that have been built to allow speedy circulation of human beings and commodities.
It is possible to explain a concept with explain the opposite of that like place and nonplace. Thus, it may be a good idea to learn about place in architectural, planning and
design literature. Genius Loci written by Norberg-Schulz (1980) is important reference to
understand non-lieu in this approach. The strong relation between the cinema and
architectural space has been investigated in the relevant literature many times from
different perspectives. A film is a telegraphic, narrative device, capable of engaging
critical

architectural

discourse

(Verderber,

2014).

The

film

Terminal

offers

an

environment to architects to discuss the phenomenon of non-lieu. While both the cinema
and architecture reinforce people’s existence through their own methods, they offer
experiences about space by mobilizing all emotions during a visual perception.
METHOD
In this study a collective knowledge from anthropology, planning, architecture and
cinema has been gathered and to construct a new understanding about the Non-Lieu in
Terminal buildings. For being able to achieve this books and movie that are mentioned in
Introduction part is used.
-To discuss “non-lieu” in architecture make a link to “genius- logi”
-A popular movie “Terminal” directed by Steven Spielberg in 2003 is analysed
-Each second of the movie has shown a clue about the difference between “being in
Terminal” that is non-lieu and “living in Terminal” that is being in place.
- Why the movie “TERMİNAL” is chosen for the concept of Non-lieu’ in architectural
discussion? Interactions between the cinema and architecture have been investigated in
the relevant literature many times from different perspectives because these two
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disciplin
nes have taught each
h other new
w ways of seeing and producin
ng. The interaction
between the cinem
ma and arc
chitectural concepts
c
sttarting from
m place can
n be regard
ded as a
on where films
f
play a role in the formation
n of archite
ectural circles. The
point off intersectio
text aim
ms to revis
se, through
h the cinem
ma, the qu
uestions of what does
s non-lineu
u mean?
How do
oes a non-lineu place transform
t
h
home?
Wha
at are the tools of non
n-lineu places?
-The ba
alance of contrast
c
na
amely “non-lieu” and “genius logi” is contrast analys
sing has
been brrought new
w synthesis (Bala 2007
7) (Figure 1).
1

Figure 1. The conc
cept of ‘non
n-lieu’ requ
uires wide approach
a
an
nd deep dis
scussion wiith Marc
Aug
ge’s book and the mov
vie of Term
minal
een the cin
nema and architecture
a
e have been
n investigated in the relevant
Interacttions betwe
literature many times from different perspective
es because
e these two discipline
es have
s of seeing and produc
cing. Cinem
ma and arch
hitecture have had
taught each otherr new ways
ural partne
ership durin
ng the twentieth centtury and ciinema in th
he early
a substtantial cultu
twentie
eth century
y helped Modernist arrchitecture look mode
ern (Macarrthur, 2006
6).

The

interacttion betwe
een the ciinema and
d architecture can be
b regarde
ed as a point
p
of
intersec
ction where
e films play
y a role in
n the forma
ation of arc
chitectural circles and
d in the
inclusio
on of these circles in people’s
p
live
es. According to litera
ature there are three types of
relation
nship-intera
action betw
ween cinema
a and architecture;
uilt”, virtual architectu
ural area th
hat is not be
eing used in reality (P
Pallasmaa, 2008),
1-“unbu
2-cinem
ma reproducing the “rreal” archittectural spa
aces in its own virtua
al universe (Koeck,
2013),
ema taking “the arch
hitects as a personaliity and his
s/her architectural ac
ctivities”
3- cine
(Tanyelli 2011). As
s a means that presen
nts differen
nt stories frrom different cultural sources
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and diffferent technological in
nfrastructurres through
h different points
p
of view and entters into
dialogue and inte
eraction witth itself by
y virtue of its nature
e, the cinem
ma establishes an
Aytas et alll, 2015), (Akbal and
d Akalp,
alternattive space and even time relattionship (A
2004), (Ratinam, 2005), (Ba
ala, 2015).
udy makes mention of
o films as fourth
f
grou
up that dea
als with the
e common concept
This stu
of arch
hitectural fiield and cinema like
e Terminal.

In this study, the
e concept of non-

place/non-lieu wa
as opened up for discussion via
a the film Terminal ((Steven Sp
pielberg,
A
on the
e basis of the phenom
menon of “p
place” in arc
chitecture.
2003, ABD)
ecture Dea
als with Pllace
Archite
Human beings ha
ave to defin
ne a place in univers
sal chaos, bring
b
to th
hat chaos an
a order
t
own logic
l
can comprehend
c
d and spec
cify their own
o
place in this ord
der (Gür
which their
1996). If they can
nnot achiev
ve this, wha
at they will face is an
n indescriba
able fear. This
T
fear
h
bein
ngs even ru
un the risk of postpon
ning meetin
ng their mo
ost basic
is so strong that human
o this fearr (Figure 2).
needs in the face of

ging and lac
cking sense
e of place ((from the Terminal
T
Figure 2. Fear of losing identtity, belong
or is learned
d that he become a sttateless and
d homeless
s person ac
ccording
movie when Victo
to internationall law)
eling of belonging carries with it the feelings of rec
cognition an
nd confiden
nce and
The fee
eliminates fear. The feeling of place as
s opposed to non-lieu
u will add m
meaning to
o human
nd what is physical. In this way,, human
beings’ habitats and lives thrrough emottions beyon
e to meet their needs appropriately, make their
t
relatio
onships perrmanent
beings will be able
nvert their place into one differrent from others
o
thro
ough interventions the
ey carry
and con
out, he
ence satisfy
ying their need
n
to pro
oduce. The
e concept of
o the spiriit of place (genius
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loci) is a phenomenon that is analysed on the basis of the concepts of “space” and
“character” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980). According to Norberg-Schulz (1980), since the time
they came into being, human beings have tended to create places “that demonstrate the
essence of existence”. According to Schulz (1980) again, spaces are specified with
prepositions whereas places are specified with names. In other words, spaces stand out
with topological relationships whereas places stand out with the meanings of names. The
organic connection between space and place originates from the spirit of place (genius
loci). Explaining the phenomenon of place through “residing/dwelling”, Heidegger (1971)
states that throughout their lives, human beings create places where they can reside
safely using the distance between the sky and the earth. The criterion of the concept of
“place” sometimes describes a building and sometimes an internal space or a city square.
In the analysis, the space is a three-dimensional organization of elements constituting a
place whereas character is the atmosphere of that place. With the spirit and physique
and the abstract aspects of mathematical sciences it involves, the place contains different
dimensions beyond the space it deals with. While the “space” can be defined with
reference to its physical characteristics, the place is unique and special. Any living
environment that can satisfy all requirements and special sensations of the user in fact
describes a clime called “aura” or “atmosphere” and creates a sense of place (Aydınlı
2003). The “place” is in fact the space where one lives and which requires an intuitive
comprehension. Objective data captured intuitively in the living space constantly change
and undergo transformation. In short, the concept of place contains the concept of space
within it. The place is the energy which the space possesses. This energy carries all kinds
of data, physical, cultural and individual history and inputs belonging to the environment.
Although space may resemble one another as a result of the way they are organized and
arranged, they are unique in terms of the energies they possess.
“Non-lieu” is a word that is used to refer to places that do not possess a sense of “place”.
The first to use the notion of the ‘non-place’ was the urban planner Melvin M. Webber
(1964) in his paper. “The Urban Place and the NonPlace Urban Realm. Over the last two
decades, non-places and phenomena related to them have only proliferated as for
instance the number of airlines and destinations, parking lots and gigantic shopping
centres has significantly increased(Mirjam et all 2015).In his article entitled “Non-Places:
Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity” (Augé, 1995)and in his book bearing
the same title, the French anthropologist Marc Augé mentions the terms of “nonlieu”"non-place", which are defined as being non-place or non-space. One of the most
effective ways of explaining a phenomenon on a conceptual level is to refer to the
antonym of that concept. Understanding the concept of “place” would be an effective way
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in orderr to unders
stand the p
phenomenon referred to as non-lieu, non-p
place or non
n-space.
When analysing
a
s
spatial
typo
ologies spec
cific to sup
permodernity, Augé (1995) argu
ues that
spaces such as airports, ex
xpressways,, supermarrkets, shop
pping malls
s and hote
el rooms
e “non-lieu”. Non-lieus are place
es such as expressway
e
ys, cash points and
involve or describe
s or large shopping malls thatt have bee
en built to allow spe
eedy circula
ation of
airports
human beings and
d commoditties3. Non--lieus do no
ot resemble
e categorie
es of space that we
are use
ed to. Memories canno
ot be accum
mulated or one canno
ot talk of historicity in
n spaces
lacking sense of place.
p
Therre are two fundamen
ntal qualitie
es belongin
ng to the non-lieu.
n
st is that be
eing in thos
se spaces almost
a
alwa
ays occurs as
a part of a specific goal. The
The firs
second is that the use of those spaces requires
r
gu
uidebooks specific
s
to them (Figurre 3).

o fundamen
ntal qualities belonging
g to a non-lieu
Figure 3. Two
o designers
s to revea
al their cre
eativity butt remain weak
w
in
Non-lieus offer flexibility to
o
spatiial organiza
ations beca
ause the fu
unctional content of space
s
is
comparrison with other
mechan
nical. It is so mechan
nical that the
t
impact of the arc
chitect on design carrries the
same mechanist.
m
T
The
feature
e of requiriing usage guide
g
books for users, which is included
i
within the
t
definitio
on of non-lieu, also requires
r
pla
anning guid
de books fo
or designerrs. Nonlieu transforms th
he region where
w
it is located. It is agains
st the idea of physica
al space
ng the geog
graphical an
nd cultural characteris
stics of the region where it is loc
cated. It
involvin
is indep
pendent of geography
y, topograp
phy and local values. Non-lieu sp
paces are, in some
cases, common spaces
s
thatt world citties share as another area of representa
ation for
nic technology (Clay, 1982). When,
W
in th
he machine
e age, the manufactu
ure split
electron
from th
he idea the reason for
f
the existence forr design be
ecame its capacity to
t make
projectiions aboutt possible futures wh
here our needs
n
wou
uld be satiisfied for all
a time
(Bremn
ner, 2006). Non-lieu means absence of “privacy”,, “psycho-s
social spac
ce” and
“protected space””. The rightt to have a space, marking
m
or individualization of a space,
e of meeting various needs ran
nging from basic phy
ysiological n
needs to aesthetic
a
absence
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satisfac
ction lead to
o a state of having no
o place or space
s
of on
ne’s own/sttatelessness
s. There
are also
o theoreticiians who approach po
ositively to spaces called “nonlie
eu”, which carry
c
no
sense of
o place. It is argued that
t
the fee
eling of place pushes one to cons
servatism whereas
w
having no place la
ays the grou
undwork fo
or being ope
en to new ideas.
gh finding the
t
phenom
menon of “Nonlieu”
“
positive
p
or negative is an exten
nsion of
Althoug
differen
nt views off design, the
t
theme of belonging nowhe
ere has been used sttrikingly
through
h spatial ex
xperiences in the film
m “Termina
al”. The film is also interesting in that
each po
oint of view
w that finds the phen
nomenon of Non-lieu positive orr negative can see
argume
ents that arre in support of their views.
v
nal
Termin
Termina
al is one of
o the spattial typolog
gies belong
ging to the
e age of su
uper modernity as
defined by Augé (1995). Th
he film Term
minal was directed by
y Steven S
Spielberg and
a
Tom
atherine Ze
eta-Jones (Amelia
(
Wa
arren), Sta
anley Tuccii (Frank
Hanks (Viktor Navorski), Ca
w
the
Dixon) and Diego Luna (Enrique Cruz) shared the lead roles in it. The ffilm starts with
w
experie
ences a pro
oblem during passport control a
at the Term
minal in
story of a man who
ork. No clue
e is given as to the city
c
of New
w York throughout the
e film. New
w York is
New Yo
reflecte
ed only with
h its taxies approachin
ng the gate
e on the large glass pa
anes of the airport.
Apart frrom that, th
he whole film is set in
n this isolated interior space (Figu
ure 4).

e 4. Whole film is set in isolated interior spa
ace as tran
nsit passeng
ger lounge of the
Figure
ort (John F.Kennedy) airport in New
N
York
JFK airpo
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Victor Navorski,
N
th
he hero of the
t
film, is a citizen of Cracosia who
w
does n
not know a word of
English. If one wo
onders where Cracosia
a is and loo
oks at a ma
ap, they wiill see that there is
h place. Crracosia is an
a Eastern European country crreated in th
he imagina
ations of
no such
the scriptwriters of
o the film. What beffell many as
a a resultt of the dis
sintegration
n of the
y capitalism
m also happened to C
Cracosia and a civil
Soviet Union and the crazes created by
gan. The government
g
t was overtthrown as a conseque
ence of the
e civil war and the
war beg
world countries
c
re
efused to re
ecognize th
he new status quo in Cracosia d
due to the state of
anarchy
y in the country. In the middle of these developments, Victor, who came to New
York ad
dopting his deceased father’s
f
dre
eam as a kind of will, becomes sttateless during the
passporrt control at
a the Term
minal building. Victor’’s father was
w
a greatt jazz fan and
a
had
collecte
ed autograp
phs of many famous
s jazz mus
sicians. However, he did not live long
enough to find the
e last piece
e of his collection. Vic
ctor comes
s to the New World to
o realize
her’s dream
m by getting
g the autograph of the
e last famous jazz musician work
king in a
his fath
jazz clu
ub in New York
Y
and he
e has no in
ntention of returning to
t his counttry withoutt getting
it. How
wever, the latest developments
s in his country
c
as mentione
ed above make
m
it
impossiible for him
m to leave JFK airport in New York. Victo
or is now a stateless
s person
according to interrnational la
aw. The ne
ew authoritty of the airport
a
is o
one who is
s strictly
eaucracy an
nd rule (Fig
gure 5).
committted to bure

J
airport in New Yorrk is not a place to come and
Figure 5. Being sttateless perrson force JFK
go bu
ut to have to stay
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He rega
ards Victor’’s situation as an inso
oluble legall tragedy and an issue
e that need
ds to be
laid to rest
r
and his
s sole goal is to return Victor back to his co
ountry. Alth
hough he becomes
b
a “comp
pletely hom
meless” perrson in an alien
a
land and
a
on top of it in a g
giant airport, Victor
will nott give up trrying to fullfil his dece
eased fathe
er’s incomp
plete dream
m and his la
ast wish
whatever the costt may be. The
T
state of
o being ke
ept as a com
mpulsory g
guest in the
e transit
ger lounge of the JFK airport forr an indefin
nite period, which mig
ght also be called a
passeng
kind of detention, turns the Terminal building,
b
wh
hich is devoid of Augé
é’s sense of
o place,
me for Victor to live in
n or stay att (Figure 6)).
into a “place” and even a hom

e 6. The Intternational transit loun
nge of the JFK
J
airport become a kind of pris
son for
Figure
Victor
b
to liive at the terminal
t
un
ntil the unc
certainties in his hom
meland com
me to an
Victor begins
end and
d gets permission to enter New
w York free
ely. The film
m starts to
o assume a special
importa
ance and provide da
ata for arc
chitects fro
om that point
p
on because all spatial
arrange
ements and
d fields of activity
a
belo
onging to liffe and hom
me will be created by Victor
V
at
the Terrminal build
ding, which
h is a non--lieu. When
n buildings
s are designed by arc
chitects,
they arre designed
d for spec
cific functio
ons. Archite
ects adopt it as a presuppositiion that
function
n is the key determinant in se
erving peo
ople and providing a level of comfort.
c
Howeve
er, the JFK
K (John F.K
Kennedy) aiirport in Ne
ew York, which
w
is cited in the film
f
and
conside
ered to be among
a
the major airp
ports of the
e world by virtue of itts high num
mbers of
incomin
ng and outgoing pass
sengers, as
ssumed the
e function of
o a home and workp
place for
Victor, who had to
o live in the
e transit pa
assenger lo
ounge as he
e became a stateless person.
N
made a bed for himselff by bringin
ng togetherr the armch
hairs in the waiting
Victor Navorski
room off the Termiinal (Figure
e 7).

Figure 7. The armch
hairs in the waiting roo
om of the Terminal
T
be
ecome bed
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He earn
ned money by collectin
ng free trollleys and co
oins droppe
ed mistaken
nly (Figure 8).

8 Terminal become a living spac
ce for Victorr by earning Money
Figure 8.
u
the pu
ublic toilets
s at the airrport as if they
t
were his private bathroom. This is
Victor used
so much so that Victor
V
walke
ed in the wa
aiting passe
enger loung
ge dressed in his bath
hrobe as
ere in his own house, without pa
aying attenttion to thou
usands of p
passengers passing
if he we
by (Bala
a 2015) (Fiigure 9).

al become a living space for Victo
or by using public toile
et as his ow
wn bath
Figure 9. Termina
g a job in the term
minal buildin
ng by chan
nce. He gav
ve the pho
one number of the
Victor got
termina
al as his ph
hone numbe
er while he
e was filling
g in a job application
a
r
form. He removed
some of the safety
y fuses in the lounge to
t reduce the
t
light tha
at was too much for him,
h
and
eep; he also
o created a working space for him
mself in the
e waiting lo
ounge (Figu
ure 10).
fell asle

minal becom
me a living space
s
by us
sing one of waiting lou
unge becom
me his
Figure 10. Term
sttudying roo
om
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As a matter of fac
ct, Victor got and fell in love witth a stewardess despite all the troubles
t
erienced. The
T
termina
al building witnessed a sad love
e story. He
e decorated
d a wall
he expe
panel which
w
corrresponded to the leg
gendary drreams of the woman he loved using
discarde
ed equipme
ent, thereb
by creating a unique su
urface in a public spac
ce (Figure 11).

nal become
es a living space
s
by a love story and
a
Victor prepares a gift on
Figure 11. Termin
urface of Te
erminal to his
h lover by
y changing non-lieu pu
ublic space to a privatte one.
the su
gh non-spaces like terminal nev
ver contains
s memories, living in
n terminal changes
c
Althoug
that ge
eneral know
wledge.

The public space
s
of te
erminal wa
as transform
med into a home,

which was
w
a priv
vate space
e, where Victor
V
acted
d so freely
y as to w
walk around
d in his
bathrob
be. In short, function
n was re-interpreted in a way
y that the architect had
h
not
expecte
ed and de
esigned. Apart
A
from
m this objective inte
erpretation, Victor Navorski
N
transforrmed the Terminal,
T
w
which
was a non-lieu
u in essenc
ce, into a place thro
ough his
intuition
ns. The sou
urce of the intuitions of
o an individual and what
w
guides him/her in
n spaces
that ge
enerate a sense
s
of pllace is the phenomen
non itself. The experience of th
he place
occurs when an en
nvironmentt that gene
erates a uniity of emottions and th
houghts is created.
c
ption and im
magination,, which turn
n into one another mu
utually and replace
The actts of percep
each otther insepa
arably, rein
nforce expe
eriential prractice. Not having th
o own a
he right to
space, marking orr individualizing an are
ea, and ina
ability to meet various
s demands ranging
asic physiological needs to aesth
hetic satisfa
action lead to the statte of non-lieu. The
from ba
spaces in the film “Terminal”” are typical non-lieu spaces
s
in th
hat they ha
ave been bu
uilt for a
a
there are
a strict instructions regarding their
t
use. V
Victor Navo
orski did
specific purpose and
me to JFK airport in New York
k only to tour
t
or vis
sit. Passengers who use the
not com
termina
al building are guests
s. They com
me and go
o. Howeverr, this situa
ation consttitutes a
paradox
x for Victorr. In the film, active elements such
s
as inc
coming pas
ssengers, outgoing
o
passeng
gers, those
e who are in a hurry to reach their
t
appoiintments on time, an
nd those
who go
o shopping, and fast changing time-table
es stand ou
ut. These are elemen
nts that
define the
t
functio
on fulfilled by termina
al buildings
s. The only stationary
y thing herre is the
building
g itself. Pe
eople who are in the
e terminal building arre passeng
gers. While
e people
move around
a
in accordance
a
with their objectives, they are too busy a
and hurried
d to see
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what is
s happening
g around th
hem. Withiin this chao
os, Victor, who is oblliged to live in the
internattional trans
sit passenger lounge, he has bec
come stateless, is help
pless and im
mmobile
(Aydınlıı 2003)(Figure 12).

Figure
e 12. Terminal is for the
t
passeng
gers who use the term
minal building come an
nd go.
Victor sttaying is a paradox
s much so
o that he is stuck in a single spac
ce in a country whose
e language he does
This is so
not kno
ow. As reto
old by Aydınlı (2003), Perez Go
omez (1983
3) states th
hat the con
ncept of
efficienc
cy has cha
anged dimension as a result of the fact that functtion and ec
conomic
compon
nents in arrchitecture have gained priority. Materialis
stic modern
n lifestyle reduces
efficienc
cy

by

lea
aving

experiencing

of

olic
symbo

realitie
es

outside
e

the

dom
main

of

architec
cture. Indiv
viduals are
e forced to live in spa
aces which they have
e not adopted and
hence failed
f
to es
stablish contact with.. In fact, being
b
locke
ed in the te
erminal building is
similar in content to confinem
ment of mo
odern people to concre
ete blocks a
and urban life.
l
LUSION
CONCL
This stu
udy states, in conclusiion, that a living space
e contains flexible and
d relative values
v
in
contras
st with spac
ce which is
s designed on the basis of rigid
d and perm
manent valu
ues. The
Termina
al building, which is one
o
of the spaces
s
defin
ned by Aug
ge as non-liieu, has, as
s can be
seen in the film in
nvestigated
d, been con
nverted into
o a space that
t
create
es a sense of place
sult of the individual’s
i
s intuitions.
as a res
e
s that do not belong to
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homeland of one’s own/statelessness. If, through a stark understanding, technologysupported hangar-like boxes come to one’s mind at the mention of the phrase non-lieu
and if one, with an ideological leaning, tries to explain this term through the term
popular culture, it is impossible to find a common ground in the debate, whatever our
preferences are. Therefore, one should avoid reductionist approaches when it comes to
analysis and theory. As far as the visual experience is concerned in the cinema,
especially when one takes into consideration the script and the setting of the film
Terminal, it is possible to see the transformation of a volume which is regarded as “nonlieu” space by general standards into a psycho-social field defended by human factor.
Spaces that arouse a sense of place are ones where a mode of “being well” felt in
intellectual and perceptual dimensions prevails. By transforming the Terminal, which is a
non-lieu, into a “home”, Victor Navorski demonstrated that the parameter called function
was indeed the objective dimension of architecture and what was important was the
intuitive and perceptual dimension. The sense of place emerges through dialectic that
constructs perceptual experience and is in fact entirely experiential. In this framework,
there are theoreticians who find spaces without a sense of place called “non-lieu”
positive. It is argued that a sense of place pushes people to conservatism whereas
homelessness paves the way for being open to new ideas. These points of views will
usher in new understandings of architecture when architects question anew the rules
they assume they know.
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